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Chapter 1
Exploiting the potential of modern
development tools

Vendors claim that modern
development tools will
provide large increases
in productivity

Few PEP members are
achieving the level of
improvements that
should be possible

Most vendors claim that development teams will achieve very
large increases in productivity by using modern developmenttools
in place of traditional developmenttools, such as third-generation
languages, because modern developmenttools are easier to learn,
reduce the amount of code andtesting that is required, are selfdocumenting, and producecodethat requires less maintenance.
In many cases, they are also quite modular in nature, with the
various modules independentof one another. This, again, makes
the maintenance task easier. Analysis of data submitted by PEP
members indicates, however, that while most members are
achieving some reductionsin time andeffort, few are consistently
achieving the level of improvementsthat should be possible if the
true potential of modern developmenttools were beingrealised.
The benefits of modern development tools are not being fully
exploited because systems development departments havefailed
to understand that the selection and introduction of such tools

into the development environmentis a very different, and much

more complex, process than it was with third-generation tools,
which could be used to develop most types of application. There
are scores of modern developmenttools on the market, but each
has different design objectives, and each is appropriate for
different types of application. Modern developmenttools cannot
therefore be selectedin isolation; they must be considered in the
context of the wider development environment in which they will
be used. What is needed is a clearly defined procedure, which
those responsible for selecting, implementing, supporting, and
using modern developmenttools can follow, to ensure that the
potential benefits are consistently achieved.
HOW DO WE DEFINE MODERN
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS?

Modern developmenttools is
the generic term for fourthgeneration languages
and application

generators

Since our definitions of terms may not correspond precisely with
those of other specialists, or of vendors, it is importantto clarify
them here. In this paper, the term developmenttools is used to
cover both modern development tools and programming
languages. Thus, Cobol, Assembler, Natural, and Telon are all
developmenttools. The term modern developmenttools includes
both fourth-generation languages and application generators, both
of which include a wide range of products.

A fourth-generation language is a syntax-based programming
language in which an application can be written. Fourth-generation languagesdiffer from older languages, such as Cobol, in being
more concise (that is, the commands are more powerful), and
in not requiring the developer to have detailed knowledge of
the underlying computer systems. In fact, each successive generation of programming languages has become more business- or
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application-oriented. This evolutionisillustrated in Figure 1.1. Most
fourth-generation languages require the developer to specify
explicitly the order in which operations are to be performed that
is, they are procedural languages.
Figure 1.1

Each generation of programming languages has become
more business-oriented

First-generation
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Second-generation
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Fourth-generation languages can be split into two categories
depending on the experience of the intended developer and the
complexity of the developmentinterface. The first category
contains the most powerful tools, which are used to develop
complete applications. Thesewill normally be usedby professional
developers and will have a complex development interface.
Examples of professional fourth-generation languages are
Powerhouse from Cognos, and Application Master from ICL. The
second category contains developmenttools that usually permit
only access to data and the generation of simple reports, although
somedo provide additional and more powerfulfacilities. These will
typically be used by end users and havea less complex development
interface. An example is Query Master from ICL.

There are two categories of
fourth-generation
Janguage

An application generatoris a screen-based developmenttool with
which applications are developed byinteracting with the screen
rather than by writing statements of code. The interaction with
the screen maybe via icons, pull-down menus, screen painters,
and so on. Figure 1.2 shows three stages in the development
(painting) of an input screen with the application generator, Fourth
Dimension, from Analyses Conseils Informations (ACI) UK.
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Figure 1.2

Application generators provide developers with numerous
facilities, including screen painters

These layouts were created using the screen-painting facility provided by the
application generator, Fourth Dimension, from ACI UK.
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Application generators are not always purely screen-based; some
do have an embedded coding language, such as a fourthgeneration language. Application generators are largely nonprocedural
that is, the generator rather than the developer
decides in what order the defined operations are to be performed.
Examples of application generators are APS from Software
Generation, and Telon from Pansophic.
As modern development tools mature, they become more and
more difficult to classify. Numerous modern development tools
cross the boundariesof the variousclassifications used to identify
the different types. For instance, Focus from Information Builders
is a fourth-generation language that is powerful enoughto enable
professional developers to develop complete applications, yet it
provides a simple enough interface for non-technical end users
to perform their own database queries and to generate reports.

Modern development tools
are difficult to classify

The majority of modern development tools available today are
neither pure fourth-generation languages nor application
generators. They provide additional facilities to support the
development of applications, such as database management
systems, report generators, and screen painters. An example of
this is QuickBuild from ICL.This startedlife as Application Master,
a fourth-generation language. Now, it is a set of integrated tools
that also includes an end-user query language, a data dictionary,
a screen painter, and several other development tools and
facilities. These sophisticated tool sets, which can be used as the
basis for a computer-aided software engineering environment, are
commonly called fourth-generation environments. They are
beyond the scope of this study, but are discussed briefly in the
appendix.

MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
ARE BEING WIDELY USED

Ourresearch reveals that the majority of PEP membersare using
modern developmenttools and that their use of thesetools is likely
to increase substantially during 1989. This is illustrated in Figure
1.3. Predicted growth in the numberof applications developed
and maintained with modern development tools this yearis over
30 per cent. By the end of 1989, 45 per centofall application
developments and maintenance will be carried out with modern
development tools.

This growth in the number of applications developed and
maintained with modern development tools is not, however,
equally distributed across the different areas of application
development. Ofall the developmentareas currently of interest
to PEP members (transaction processing, end-user computing,
decision-support systems, systems software, and special systems,
such as process control and financial modelling), only two are
likely to see significant growth in the use of modern development
tools over the next year. The first of these areas is transaction
processing, where 75 per cent ofall systems developmenteffort
is currently expended. PEP membersexpect a 40 per cent growth
in the use of modern developmenttools in this area during 1989,
although their perceived level of success in using modern
development tools for transaction-processing applications has

The use of modern development
tools is increasing
significantly

The use of modern development
tools is most common in
transaction-processing
and decision-support
applications
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Figure 1.3

PEP memberspredict significant growth in the use of modern
developmenttools during 1989

Percentage of

Numberof respondents

applications
developed
with modern

development Or
tools

26-50

1988

1989

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP members)

varied widely. The secondarea is decision-support systems, where
modern developmenttools are already used extensively, and with
a perceived high levelof success. Eleven percentof all systems
developmenteffort is currently expendedin this area, andthis
level of effort is expected to increase to 20 per cent by the end

of 1989.

DEVELOPMENT TIME AND EFFORT HAS
GENERALLY DECREASED WITH THE USE
OF MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Most PEP members have reduced the time and effort involved
in development by adopting and applying modern development
tools in place of third-generation tools. A bank, for example,
estimated that the effort required in the main build phase of a
new development would be 210 man-days usingits existing thirdgeneration tool. It developed the system using a newly acquired
application generator, Telon, and built the system in 150 man-days
30 per cent less time than the estimate.

Wehaveanalysed the project data held in the PEP database to
assess the impact that the use of modern developmenttools has
had on the Productivity Measure as expressed by the Productivity
Index (PI). The terms Productivity Measure and PI are basic
measures employed in PEP. A detailed explanation of these terms
is given in PEP Paper 5, Managing Productivity in Systems
Development. For the purpose ofthis paper, it is sufficient to say
that the Productivity Measureis calculated from thetime, effort,
and size of a development project, using the following equation:
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Productivity Measure =

Size

(Effort/B)'? x (Time)*?

wheresize is measured in source statements produced by the
development team, and B is a factor relating to the effective
size of the development.

The PI is a simplified, management-level representation of the
Productivity Measure. Both the Productivity Measure and the PI
are measures of the internal productivity achieved by the
development team in producing applications (that is, they are
measures of process productivity); they are not measuresof the
value or function delivered to the business by the development.

The Productivity Measure and the
Productivity Index measure the
internal productivity achieved
by the development team

The equation can be rearranged to give a clear understanding of
the impact that process productivity (Productivity Measure),
development time, and size of development have oneffort:

Effort ~

Size®

Productivity Measure x Time*

The significance of the relationship between the variables
Productivity Measure, size, effort, and time can be demonstrated
by increasing the Productivity Measure, holding twoof the other
variables constant, and observing the effect on the remaining
variable. If, for instance, the Productivity Measure is doubled on
a development, and time and effort remain constant, the
application developed would be two-and-a-half times bigger. If,
however,time and size remain constant, one-eighth the amount
of effort would be required to develop the application. If effort
andsize remain constant, the application would be developed in
about half the amount of time. Typically, a combination of the
above would apply.
The average PIs achieved by PEP members whenusing thirdgeneration tools, modern developmenttools, and a combination
of these development tools are shownin Figure 1.4. The figure
showsthat projects developed with modern developmenttools
achieved a somewhat lowerPI than those developed with thirdFigure 1.4

The hypothetical measure, normalised to Cobol, reveals the
potential of modern developmenttools

Language type

More than 60 per cent
third-generation
languages
Mixture of thirdgeneration languages
and modern
developmenttools

More than 60 per cent
modern development
tools

Average PI

Hypothetical
measure*

15.4

15.4

EN)

Ze

14.6

19.4

* The hypothetical measure takes accountofthe fact that applications developed
with modern developmenttools require fewer statements, and hence less effort,

a

to produce the same functionality as applications written in a third-generation
language
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generation tools. This means that for those PEP members included
in this analysis, modern development tools performedless well,
in terms of process productivity, than third-generation tools.
In other words, slightly more time and/or effort was expended
by managers and developers to produce a given size of system,
measured in source statements, with modern development
tools.

The hypothetical productivity
measure takes account of
the fact that modern
development tools
require fewer
statements

However, it is also necessary to take accountof the fact that, with
modern developmenttools, fewer source statements are required
to produce a given level of functionality. Software Productivity
Research Inc. has completed research into the average number
of source statements required by various types of development
tool for a given amount of function. The correlation between
source statements and delivered function has been independently
confirmed by Larry Putnam of Quantitative Software Management Inc. (QSM)at a presentation he madeto the International
Function Point User Group (IFPUG) in April 1989. Using a
multiplier derived from this research to take account of the
greater amount of function per source statement produced by
modern developmenttools, it is possible to calculate a hypothetical
measure of productivity, normalised to Cobol (that is, assuming
that the application would involve the same amountof time and
effort if it were developed in Cobol). This hypothetical measure
is also shownin Figure 1.4.

The hypothetical measure for projects developed with modern
developmenttools is significantly higher thanit is for projects
developed with third-generationtools. The implicationis that, by
using a modern development tool rather than a third-generation
tool, and by making appropriate modifications to working
practices, it is possible to reduce the effort required to develop
an application. Research is currently being undertaken by QSM
and Butler Cox to provide a proven and moreeffective measure
of the increase in the functional value, as seen by the end user,
that can be made by using modern development tools. This
measure will eventually be included in PEP assessments, together

with the PI.

The hypothetical measure
generally increases as
the experience of the
development team
increases

© Butler Cox & Partners Limited 1989

Our analysis indicates that the hypothetical measure generally
increases as the development team s experience with the tool
increases. Figure 1.5 overleaf shows how the hypothetical
measure for applications that were developed with modern
developmenttools is not only higher than that for applications
developed with third-generationtools; it also increasesat a faster
rate. A development team with an average of one year s
experience of using a modern developmenttool has twice the
hypothetical measure of a team with three years experience
of using a third-generation tool. However, the analysis of data
in the PEP database, shown in Figure 1.5, indicates that the
hypothetical measure for applications developed partly by modern
developmenttools and partly by third-generation tools actually
decreases as the team becomes more experienced. We believe
that this trend is due to the fact that the most experienced
members of the team were those using third-generationtools.
At the time of publication, information to confirm this wasnot,
however, available.

Chapter 1

Figure 1.5
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FOR BEST RESULTS, MODERN DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS MUST BE INTEGRATED WITH THE
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

While most PEP members using modern development tools have
achieved some increase in the hypothetical measure, only 20
per cent are consistently achieving much higher measures (see
Figure 1.6). That is to say, only 20 per cent of members are using
modern development tools to reduce substantially the time and
effort required to develop an application. Detailed analysis of the
project data submitted by PEP members showed that the wide
variations in the hypothetical measure did not relate directly to
length of experience with the development tool. We believe that
the hypothetical measures achieved with modern development
tools are simply less consistent than they are with third-generation
tools, and responses to our questionnaire confirmed this.

Only a few PEP members are
achieving high hypothetical

imeasures

If they are to be used really effectively, modern developmenttools
must be integrated into the development environment
that
is, they must be used in conjunction with the right development
approach, systems development techniques, and methods, and
their capabilities must be matched with the particular require-
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Figure 1.6

Only 20 per cent of PEP membersare consistently achieving
high hypothetical measures
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(Source: Project data submitted by PEP members)

There is a complex set of relation-

ships between the elements

of the development
environment

mentsof the application. The complexsetof relationships between

these elements of the development environment must also be
understood.

The term development approach describes the completelife cycle,
phases, and activities of the developmentof an application. Most
organisations will be usingatleast oneof the following development
approaches:

Thetraditional, or conventional, approach, whereprogressis
achieved by proceeding in a linear fashion through each
successive phaseofthelife cycle.

Theiterative approach, where several passes are made through
one or more of the phasesof the life cycle, with additional
functionality and detail being added eachtime.

Thesmall-systems approach, where new, small systems or small
enhancementsto existing systemsare required. This approach
is typically a variant of one of the major approaches, with
smaller project teams and less stringent management
techniques.

The development approach used
determines the appropriate
development techniques

Other approaches, such as the package approach and the end-usercomputing approach, may be used by someorganisations, but are
not widely adopted. The development approachusedwill, to a large
extent, determine the development techniquesthat can be used,
because for each approach, only particular techniques will be
appropriate.

Theterm systems developmenttechnique is used to describe the
procedures on which systems development methodsare based.
Examples of systems development techniques are data analysis,
functional decomposition, and prototyping. Systems development
methods are commercialised systems development techniques.
In other words, a systems development method is a way of
implementing, in practice, the ideas embodied in a systems
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development technique. Examples of systems development
methods are LSDM/SSADM from Learmonth and Burchett
ManagementSystems, and Prism, from the Hoskyns Group. The
various systems development techniques and methodsare, in
turn, supported by particular developmenttools.

The various systems development
techniques are supported by

particular development
tools

It is clear, therefore, that the elements of which the development
environment is composed are variously dependenton, or provide
support to, each other. For thefull potential of this environment
to be exploited, it is essential that these elements be very carefully
selected and managed as an integrated whole.

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER

Thereis currently a wealth of modern developmenttools available
on the market. This market, however,is continually evolving and
the products are covering a broader area of applications
development. As a result, modern developmenttools cover a wide
spectrum of functionality, performance, and hardware
environments, making it a very complex task to select and use
them effectively.

The purposeof this paperis therefore to offer guidance on how
to choose and makeeffective use of modern developmenttools,
primarily in the areas of transaction processing, both batch and
online, and decision-support systems. It is intended for managers
charged with selecting and implementing such modern
development tools, and for managers and technical staff
responsible for their support and use.
In Chapter 2, we explain how anorganisation should identify and
select the modern developmenttools that will be available for use
by the systems development department. Most organisations will
require a set of development tools to develop the full range of
applications required by the business. We therefore suggest a
suitable procedurefor selecting modern developmenttools to add
to a company s resources, including guidelines for compiling the
criteria used for selecting them.
In most organisations, the introduction of a modern development
tool will require changes to methods, standards, team roles and
responsibilities, training, hardware, and the organisation
structure. In Chapter 3, we discuss how these changes can
successfully be brought about. Failure to plan for the introduction
of modern developmenttools can have an adverse impact on the
productivity of the development teams using them.
In Chapter 4, we define a procedure to ensure that the best
development approach, techniques, and tools are selected for each
individual application, be it maintenance or a new application.

RESEARCH SOURCES

To help us to identify the main areas of concern, we asked PEP
members to complete a brief questionnaire. Thirty-six members,
forming a representative sample, responded. We subsequently
held a one-day focus group to which we invited a cross-section
of PEP membersto discuss their concerns, successes, and failures.
We conducted 21 telephone interviews to gather further

10
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information, and several face-to-face interviews with selected
PEP membersto gather more detailed information on their use
of particular modern development tools. To ensure that we
presented a balanced view, we interviewed four vendors of
Information Builders (Focus), ICL
modern development tools
(QuickBuild), Pansophic(Telon), and Software Generation (APS).
We asked them aboutthe technical capabilities of their respective
modern developmenttools, and soughttheir viewson likely future
developments. Wecarried out an independentsurvey of over 230
modern developmenttools, reviewed the latest published research
material, and analysed the project information held on the PEP
database.

© Butler Cox & Partners Limited 1989
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Identifying and selecting modern
development tools

As organisations continue to develop a greater variety of
applications, they will require a more powerful range of
development tools. Selection of the right modern development
tools to meet an organisation's current and future application
needsis vitally important, but it is becoming more and more
complex as more modern developmenttools are introduced, and
their abilities continue to be extended. Every organisation should
regularly review the set of developmenttools that it has available
to ensure that it continues to meet the evolving needsof users.

Selection of the right modern
development tools is a
complex process

RECOGNISE THAT A SET OF TOOLS
WILL BE REQUIRED

Therole played by the systems development department within
most organisations is changing. No longer is the majority of the
effort spent developing large transaction-processing systems, with
a single, third-generation language. The applications required by
users today range from very large and complex transactionprocessing applications to very small and simple reporting
applications. As a consequence, the systems development department in most organisations is now expected to develop and
maintain a growing range of applications using a mixture of
modern development tools and third-generation tools. The
application areas being supported by PEP membersare shown in
Figure 2.1. All members are supporting transaction processing,
and 80 per cent support end-user computing and decision-support
Figure 2.1

The demands on systems
development departments
are continually growing

PEP members are supporting a wide range of application

areas

aie

Application area
Transaction processing

Percentage of PEP members

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

End-user computing
Decision-support systems
Systems software
Special systems
(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP members)
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tools are available in the

United Kingdom today
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systems. Our research showed that nearly 80 per cent of PEP
membersare supporting three or more different application areas
(see Figure 2.2). To support these application areas, there are over
230 modern developmenttools available in the United Kingdom
today. Approximately 30 per cent of them are compatible with
DEC hardware, 25 per cent with IBM mainframe hardware, and
about 8 per cent each with ICL, Hewlett-Packard, and Prime
hardware. Thirty per cent are compatible with microcomputers
(mainly IBM and IBM-compatibles), a market that has grown
dramatically in the last three years. Several of the development
tools are able to run on a range of machines from onesupplier,
or on the machinesof different suppliers.
Each PEP member supports an averageof threedifferent
application areas

Figure 2.2
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Modern development tools have
different design objectives
and addressdifferent
application areas

A set of development tools
will usually be required

In many respects, this multiplicity of development tools is
beneficial; they cover a wide range of application areas and
operate on many types of hardware. The problem is that the
different modern development tools have different design
objectives and address different application areas. Figure 2.3
overleaf showshow third-generation languages, fourth-generation
languages, application generators, and special packages (such as
financial modelling) provide coverage across the main application
types. For most organisations, therefore, no single modern
development toolwill coverall the application areas in which they
have to maintain and develop their applications. To gain full
coverage of the range of applications required by today s users,
most organisations will need to acquire a set of development tools.

In view ofthis situation, PEP members have adopted oneof three
different approachesto selecting and using development tools:

Restrict the types of applications to those that can be
developed with the current developmenttools. This approach

© Butler Cox & Partners Limited 1989
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Developmenttools cover a wide range of application areas
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has been adopted by some membersin an attempt to try to stem
the flood of new, smaller applications, while dealing with the
muchlarger, more critical applications. Other members have
adopted this approach as a temporary measureto restrict the
numberof development application areas during the transition
from one development environment to another.
Use the current development tools for all applications, even
if some of them are notideally suited to a particular application
area. This approachis usually adopted by members who have
standardised on one development tool. It may be successfulif
the single development tool enables all the required
applications to be developedeffectively and efficiently, and
it has the advantage of concentrating developmentskills. It is,
however, likely that there has been a compromise between the
ability to develop all the required applications, and the
effectiveness and efficiency of the department.
Carefully select a set of development tools that provides
coverage forall areas of application development, review the
set of development tools regularly, and upgrade it when
necessary. This approach ensures that the development tools
are available to developall user requests in the most efficient
and effective manner, but it does mean that skills are less
concentrated.

A simple way of viewing these three approachesis to consider
the systems development departmentas a carpenter who has been
commissioned to build some furniture. The specification requires
that someof the joints will be nailed, and others screwed. The
three approaches would produce the following results:
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Thecarpenter refuses to have anything to do with the screws
because he has only a hammer. The customer may give him
that part of the job that can be done with nails and a hammer,
and give someoneelse the job of putting in the screws. More
probably, he will give the whole job to someoneelse.

The carpenter accepts the job, even though he has only a
hammer, and puts in both the nails and the screws with the
tool that he has. This is somewhatclumsyandinefficient, but
the job is completed. The customerreluctantly accepts the job,
but is not pleased as it does not precisely match his
specification, and it took longer than he expected.

The carpenterhasthe right tools and accepts the job. He puts
the nails in with the hammerandthe screwsin with the screwdriver. Thejob is finished accordingto the specification, with
minimaleffort and fuss. The customerreadily accepts the job.

Organisations should adopt

a procedure to choose

an appropriate set of
development tools

Ensuring that the right developmenttools are available to develop
and maintain the range of applications required by the systems
department s customersis a difficult task. It will be simplified if
organisations follow a set procedure, which is described in the
next section. This procedure is designed to ensure that the set of
developmenttools available within an organisation is adequate
and appropriate to cover the kinds of applications that the
developersarelikely to be called upon to develop. Other factors
will, of course, also have an impact on the eventual choice of
development tools. Such considerations as company policy on
vendors, the existing hardware on which any new development
tool will be expected to run, and the numberof tools that the
development department canrealistically support will all need
to be borne in mind whentheselection procedure is initiated.

BE SYSTEMATIC ABOUT SELECTING
THE SET OF TOOLS

To ensure that the right modern developmenttools are selected
to develop and maintain their current applications, organisations
should adopt the following procedure:
Assess how well the current set of developmenttools covers
the types of application likely to be developed.

Identify and select new developmenttools to fill any gaps in
the coverage, or to improve the current set of development
tools. Remove those development tools that are no longer
required or that duplicate coverage. Clearly, this will be a
policy decision; a developmenttool cannot be removedif it is
still needed for maintenance or operational running.

Review the coverage providedby the tools at regularintervals,
especially if several applications have run into problems, or
if an application has attracted an unusual number of
complaints.

ASSESS THE APPLICATION COVERAGE OF THE
CURRENT SET OF DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

To assess how well the current set of development tools covers
an organisation s needs, the past, current, and future applications
must be defined and characterised. The capabilities of the current
developmenttools also need to be defined.
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The characteristics of the applications will vary from one
organisation to another. However, we recommendthat, for the
purposesofthis exercise, the applications are characterised with
respect to the requirements that may be met by the use of modern
developmenttools. For the majority of applications, between 10
and 20 characteristics can be derived, along the lines of those
listed in Figure 2.4. These can be amended and supplemented to
suit an individual organisation. Each characteristic should be
defined in a clear and simple mannerso that every reader will
have the same understandingof it. Characterising applications in
this manner will simplify the task of ensuring that the modern
development tools available coverall likely applications.
Figure 2.4

defined

To select a set of development tools, an organisation needs
to define the characteristics of the applications it develops

Application type
Level of integration
Performance
requirements
Urgency

Hardware
Security
Volume of data
Size

Complexity
Compliance with
standards

Interface with end user
Flexibility

The characteristics of typical
applications need to be

Whattypeof application is it for instance, transaction
processing, end-user computing, decision-support
systems, and so on?

Whatlevel of integration is likely to be required betweenthe application types, databases, and machine
environments?
Howcritical is the response time of the application?

Howurgentis the developmentof the application, and
how fixed are the deadlines for installation?

On whathardwarewill the application be expected to

operate?

Whatlevelof security must the application provide for
access to the application itself and to the data?
Whatis the likely total volume of data?

Whatis thelikely total size of the application?

Howdifficult will the application be to develop,in view
of its complexity?
Whatessential application standards mustthe application meet?
Whatdegreeoffamiliarity will the users have with the
system?
Whatis the likely extent and frequency of change?

An adequateset of definitions can be compiled by characterising
all new and maintenance projects from the past two years. The
types of application that are likely to be required in the future
can best be assessed with reference to the current backlog, and
in discussions with users about trends they see developingin their
business area over the next two years.

The strengths and weaknesses of the various development tools
should be listed, with reference to the particular applications for
which they are used. In doing this, it may be necessary to add
application characteristics that were originally overlooked. By
matching the strengths and weaknesses of the current
development tools with the various application characteristics,
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it will be possible to identify where there are weaknessesin the
application coverage, where there may be inadequate coverage
in the future, and where there are areas of overlap. Such
weaknesses, lack of coverage, or areas of overlap may be due to
numerousfactors, such as the inability of the developmenttool
to provide the required function, or the poor productivity gained
with the developmenttool in a particular application area. The
eventualresult of assessing the coverage provided by the current
set of developmenttools may be to add new modern development
tools, butit is equally likely that existing developmenttools might
be removed, where they duplicate coverage, or where they cover
an area of application that is no longerof concern to the user and
that therefore requires no further maintenance.
ADOPT A TWO-PHASE APPROACH TO SELECTING
NEW MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

A plan should be drawnup,
including budget, timescales,
and responsibilities

To ensure that the modern developmenttools are fairly assessed
and that the selection procedure is completedin a consistent and
timely manner, we recommend that a plan be drawn up,
specifying the budget and timescale for the exercise, and
allocating responsibilities for each aspectofit. Initially, the plan
will contain broad guidelines only; as the evaluation proceeds, the
details can be refined and incorporated into the plan.

We recommendthat the selection procedure for modern development tools be carried out in two phases. Theinitial list may contain
scores of possible products, especially if an organisation is using
TBM or DEC hardware. A phased approach will ensure that all
potential products are assessed systematically, with a minimum
of effort.

Application of the criteria will
reduce the shortlist to a
manageable number

Phase 1: Create a shortlist
The objective of the first phase is to reduce the initial list of
potential modern development tools to a shortlist of two or three
to be retained for further investigation in Phase 2. Theselection
criteria are those that the modern development tool must satisfy.
For example:
The modern developmenttool broadly provides the required
functionality or will enable the required applications to be
developed. (A more detailed assessment will be carried out in
Phase 2.)
The modern development tool supports the development

approach.

The modern developmenttool runs on the required hardware
and operating system.
The modern development tool s user/developer interface
matches the intended user/developer profile.

If any oneof thesecriteria is not met, that modern development
tool will be eliminated from further consideration.

The most cost-effective way of evaluating the large number of
modern developmenttools in theinitiallist is for an organisation
to discuss its requirements and its current development
environment with the vendorof each tool. Only when the vendor
he
has a clear understanding of a customer s requirements can
meet
to
tool
comment onthe ability of his modern development
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them. If his tool is not suitable, he may be able to suggest products
from other vendors which, combined with his, could provide
complete coverage for a particular type of application. In turn,
the vendor should supply references, ideally of organisations that
are using the same hardware and developing similar applications

The vendor should be involved,
whereverpossible

with his modern development tool. Either by visiting those

organisations, or by discussing the modern development tool with
developers there, it should be possible to decide whetheror not

it meets the criteria and whether the vendor's claims can be
supported.

Phase 2: Evaluate the shortlisted products

Phase 2 is a more detailed analysis of the modern development

tools identified in Phase 1, with greater emphasis on assessing
their suitability for a particular development approach and a
particular area of application. This assessment should be made

with reference to such factors as the cost of the modern

developmenttool, its shortcomings and special features, its likely
impact on the development environment, andits future prospects.
Figure 2.5 lists some of the more detailed questions that need to
be resolved as part of this assessment. This detailed analysis should
be coordinated and managed to ensure that the modern
development tools are fairly judged. Any response from the
vendor about the capabilities of the modern developmenttool,
his viability, the customer base, support arrangements, and so on,

More detailed analyses will

identify the best development tool for a particular
organisation

should be in writing.
Figure 2.5

The shortlisted products need to be assessed with reference
to a range of factors

Whatare the costs associated with the modern developmenttool:
For application development?
For the production, operational, or end-user environment?
For maintenance and enhancements?

Whatare the deficiencies and additional features provided by the modern development
tool, in terms of:
Functionality?
Processing speed?
Interfaces to other tools?
Interfaces to databases?

Whatimpactwill the modern developmenttool have on the development environment?
Will it require:
Additional hardware?
Changesto standards?
Training?

What gains can be expected with the modern developmenttool, in terms of:

Reduced documentation?
Increased productivity?
Higher-quality products?
Reduced maintenance?

Whatare the prospects of the tool and the tool vendor:

|s the vendoran established company or a market front runner?
How many years has he beenin the market and whatis the user base?
How hasthetool advanced overthe last year?
What future enhancements are proposed?
Does the hardware vendor recommend the tool?
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Dependingon the resourcesavailable, and on the urgencyof the
need for the modern development tool, the analyses of the
shortlisted tools can be carried out concurrently, or one after the
other. We recommendthat, whereverpossible, they be carried
out concurrently. This approach doesrequire a higher peak level
of resources, but will cost the same, and results will be achieved
more quickly. Furthermore, different teams will be involved in
the assessment of each tool, and one memberof the team will
usually become its champion.
Regardless of the approachselected, the subsequent stages should
be well planned and managed to ensure that the most beneficial
modern developmenttool is selected:

Identify a contact in each vendor organisation. These people
should be involved in the trials conducted to evaluate the
modern developmenttools, and should introduce them to the
analysis teams. Each team should consist of up to three
experienced developers or analyst/programmers from within
the organisation. Beforethetrials are carried out, the analysis
teams must be knowledgeable about the appropriate modern
development tools.
Carefully define a small butrealistic trial application that will
test the abilities of the various modern developmenttools.

Use the modern development tools to construct the trial
application. Assess the selection criteria and collect the
information required to comparethe tools. This stage of the
trial will show how thetools will perform in the development
of new applications and in rewrites of existing applications.

Define and implement one small and one large enhancement
to the trial application. Again, monitor the performance of each
tool and collect the information required to compare them. This
stage of the trial will show how thetools will perform during
enhancements and maintenance.

Measure the operational performance of the developed
application in the environment in which it will be expected

to run.

The cost of trials is acceptable in
view of the risks involved in
choosing the wrong modern
development tools

Ideally, these trials should be carried out in the organisation s own
development environment, or alternatively, using the vendor s
training facilities. The objective of the trials is to gain a better
understanding of the use and capabilities of the modern development tools with respect to an organisation s eventual needs. These
trials may seem a costly exercise in terms of time and effort, but
compared with the cost of selecting incorrect modern developmenttools, it is an acceptable price to pay. If it is impractical to
conductsuch seriesoftrials, a tool can be selected on the basis
of the organisation s current knowledge of those on the shortlist.

A trial could then be conducted on the selected modern
development tool. Provided that there were no major problems,
that particular modern development tool would then be adopted.

If the series of trials has been completed, each modern
development tool should be ranked. A representative from each
analysis team should be available to answer any detailed
questions. The strengths and weaknessesof the tools that have
been ontrial should be discussed. At the end of the meeting,
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one modern developmenttool should be selected for addition to
the organisation s resources. If there is a tie between several
modern developmenttools, a small trial should be set up to resolve
the issue. If it is still not clear whichis the best tool, the one with
the most users in the United Kingdom, or the one supplied by the
vendor with the best support and help-desk facilities should be
selected.
REVIEW COVERAGE AT REGULAR INTERVALS

The set of developmenttools available for use within the systems
development department should continually evolve to match the
required applications and support the development approaches
adopted. It is therefore necessary to review the set of
developmenttools at intervals appropriate to the rate of change
within a particular organisation. Reviews should also be carried
out at other times if several developments have runintodifficulty,
or if the application areas change.

Thesetof tools should be reviewed
at intervals appropriate to an
organisation s rate of change

One PEP member, for example, found that one of its financial
applications, for which results were required daily, was taking
nearly 24 hours to run. This was found to be the result of
redeveloping several modules with a modern developmenttool.
Atthe time of redevelopment, only a small amount of information
had to be processed by the system. As the amountof information
increased, however, the execution time increased dramatically.
After receiving numerous complaints about the application from
users, the development departmentidentified the problem as the
modern development tool s code, which required enormous
machine resources. A more efficient modern development tool
was adoptedto replace the existing one. The critical processing
modules have now been rewritten. The whole application is
gradually being rewritten with the new tool, replacing modules
as and when required.

CONTROL THE SIZE OF THE SET OF TOOLS

Whileit is likely that a set of development tools will be needed

in mostorganisations, care must be taken to manage it and control

its size. Adding yet another development tool may enable
applications to be developed moreeffectively andefficiently, but
it will also dilute the skill levels within the department. At one
time, one PEP memberhad 15 developmenttools in use. It is now
reducing this to three, and at an appropriate time, plans to
redevelop each of the existing applications with one of the
reduced numberof developmenttools.
The appropriate number of developmenttools available for use
within an organisation depends on the number and type of
development environments and the hardware that it has. We
recommend that most organisations should have:
A third-generation language, in order to develop applications
for which their current modern development tools are
unsuitable, or to maintain existing applications.

The appropriate numberof development tools for an organisation
depends on the development
environmentsand the hardware thatit has

At least one modern development tool, in order to improve
development productivity for new applications. Some
organisations will need several modern development tools
for example, one fourth-generation language for prototyping
and a different fourth-generation language for development.
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Aset of end-user tools, such as a query language and a report
writer.

Once an organisation has decided on the set of developmenttools
it needs to provide adequate and appropriate coverage for the
kinds of applications that it is likely to require, it will need to
assess the implications of introducing them into the development
environment. Some changeswill doubtless need to be made within
the organisation to ensure that modern development tools are
integrated smoothly into the development environment, and that
the benefits to be derived from themarefully realised, with the
minimum of disruption. How the necessary changes should be
identified and managedis the subject of Chapter 3.
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It is, of course, impossible to produce a single plan that can be
used to introduce all types of modern developmenttools into all
types of organisation. Some organisations are generally quick to
react to change; othersless so. They will therefore also be likely
to adopt new developmenttools at different rates. Moreover, the
type and complexity of the developmenttool will have a bearing
on how long it takes to integrate it into the development
environment. The level of planning and the amount of work
required to implement eachstage of the plan will therefore vary
from onesituation to the next, but we strongly believe that the
introduction and subsequentintegration of a modern developm
ent
tool must be carefully planned and managed. The advice that
we
provide in this chapter is intended primarily for those
organisations that are contemplating the introduction of modern
developmenttools, but it will also be applicable where such
tools
have already beeninstalled, especially where changes are
having
to be made to the development environment to exploit
and
support the tools.

Without careful planning and management, the
benefits of a
modern development tool may never be fully realised.
One PEP
member, for example, decided to introduce QuickBuild,
but failed
to get the commitment of the development staff at
the outset.
As a consequence, developers felt that they were
forced, rather
than encouraged, to use the tool, and continually found
reasons
not to use it. The problem was eventually overco
me, but it need
neverhave arisenif the introductionof the tool had
been properly
planned and managed. Another PEP member believ
ed that his
own in-house expertise was adequate to condu
ct a pilot
application, and did not therefore involve the
vendor. Again,
problemsarose that were expensive and time-consu
ming to solve,
and which could have been avoided with carefu
l planning and

The introduction of a modern
development tool must be
carefully planned and
managed

Otherwise, its full potential
Imay never be realised

management.

An effective plan for introducing a modern devel
opment tool
should consist of the following fourstages:

Stage 1: Internally marketthe implementation
plan. This stage
is designed to ensure thatall the staff involved with
the modern
developmenttool know exactly what the imple
mentation plan
is, what their responsibilities are, and howit will
affect them.

Stage 2: Initiate changes to exploit and support the
modern
development tool. In this stage, changes are made
to the
development environment so that the modern devel
opment
tool can be optimally supported and exploited. These
changes
maybeof a one-off nature, such as reducing team sizes,
or
they maybe continuing changes, such as defining and
creating
a cook book (described later in this chapter).
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Stage 3: Implementa pilot application. In Stage 3, the ability
of the modern developmenttoolis tested on a pilot application.
If the correct tool has been selected, and Stages 1 and 2 have
been completed correctly, the pilot application will succeed.
Areas may well be identified where changes can be made to
for example, areas where the
make better use of the tool
or where changes in the
reduced,
be
may
documentation
procedures may be introduced.

Stage 4: Modify the development environment in the light of the
pilot application. In Stage 4, any recommendations resulting
from experience with the pilot application are implemented.

Stages 1, 2, and 3 should be plannedin detail, at the outset.
Stage 4 is dependenton the results of the pilot application. We
recommend that, throughout the planning process, close contact
be maintained with the vendor. While the vendor may not have
detailed knowledgeof a particular organisation s environment,
he will have a wealth of experience in implementingthe particular
modern developmenttool. The advice of other organisations with
experience of using the modern development tool should also be
sought.

INTERNALLY MARKET THE
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Staff need to understand the
implications of the introduction of a modern
development tool

The commitment of senior
systems managers is
essential

The objective of this stage is to ensurethat all the staff involved
with the modern developmenttool are aware of the implementation plan and ofits effects on their working environment, their
roles and responsibilities, job security, market value, and so on.
In PEP Paper7, Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality
and Team Working, we identified the staffing factors that are
important to productivity; managers should pay particular
attention to these factors when considering the introduction of
a modern developmenttool.

The commitment of senior systems department managersto the
use of the modern development tool, and the development
approach in whichit will be usedare also vitally important to the
successful introduction of the tool. To win their support, it will
be necessary to demonstrate that the money spent on the modern
development tool and the changes made to the development
environment will increase the development department s
productivity. In PEP Paper 5, Managing Productivity in Systems
Development, we demonstrated how to calculate the return on
investment and the cash savings associated with new
developments.

A group should be created to market the modern development
tool to the rest of the systems development department. This
group should comprise the proposed technical expert (who will
probably be one of the people who carried out theinitial trial),
a technical expert from the vendor,a sales representative from
the vendor, and a senior project manager from within the systems
department. This group will be responsible for introducing the
modern developmenttool to development staff. We recommend
that all staff involved with the tool developers, managers, and
attend a one-day presentation. Half the day
user managers
ing the modern development tool, and
introduc
should be spent
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half should be spent discussing the plan for introducingit into the
organisation. This should encourage a positive attitude towards
the modern development tool and its use.
The vendor should take the lead in the first half-day session,

providing general background information on the tool, showing
howit will be used in the proposed environment, describing the
types of applications it will be used for, and providing details of
the benefits that it can provide. In-house members of the group
will participate in a supporting role.

A one-day presentation should
be madeto introduce

the tool

In the second half-day session, the in-house membersof the group
will take the lead, clearly defining each stage of the plan and
indicating the proposed timescales. All questions should be
answered either during, or shortly after, the meeting. If
outstanding issues are left unresolved, they may become
stumbling blocks at a later stage. The pilot application should be
described, the expected time scales should be madeclear, and the
members of the development team who will work on it should
be announced.

INITIATE CHANGES TO EXPLOIT AND SUPPORT
THE MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOL

To maximise the benefits obtained from using modern
developmenttools, various changes may need to be made to the
development department. These changes could affect any aspect
of the development department, from the computer hardware to
the roles of the staff. To ensure that the potential benefits of
modern developmenttools are achieved, most organisations will
need:
To introduce the role of analyst/programmer.
To introduce the role of technical expert.

To provide appropriate training.

To reducethesize of project teams.

To prepare for higher levels of user involvement.
To increase the level of hardware support,
development and operational work.

both for

To introduce prototyping.

To reduce the amount of documentation.
To use the tools

standard facilities and defaults.

To define and implement a cook book and a tool-limitations

list .

INTRODUCE THE ROLE OF ANALYST/PROGRAMMER

Oneof the advantages of modern developmenttools is that they
enable applications to be constructed without the developer
requiring detailed knowledge of the hardware environment on
which the applications will run. By introducing analyst/programmers to take advantage of this feature, the communication
problems that have commonly existed between analysts and
programmers can be removed. A survey of PEP memberscarried
out in late 1988 showed that just over 75 per cent of all
development staff are now classified as analyst/programmers.
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The introduction of analyst/
programmers will make it
easier to exploit modern
development tools

The remainderareclassified as either analysts or programmers,
using traditionaltools for maintenance or development. Care must
be taken during the transition period, however. Notall analysts
wish to get involved in programming, and not all programmers
are interested in dealing with users. While analyst/programmers
should be involved in the whole developmentprocess, they should
also be allowed to concentrate on thosepartsof the process where
their strengths lie. This will result in a better exploitation of their
skills.
INTRODUCE THE ROLE OF TECHNICAL EXPERT

The technical expert is the
focus of all enquiries

Whenever any new developmenttool is introduced, it is good
practice to designate a technical expert as a focal point for all
enquiries. Thetrials carried out during the selection process should
provide several of the developers with a reasonable knowledge
of the modern development tool. One of them would be the
obvious choice to become the technical expert for the chosentool.
The technical expert will also be responsible for keeping up-todate on the latest enhancements to the tool and for resolving any
problems that arise.
PROVIDE APPROPRIATE TRAINING

All staff involved with the modern development tool should be
trained. Different types of staff will have different training
requirements:
Systems development managers need to understand the
capabilities of the modern developmenttool and howit should
be used, as a basis for planning resources to support the
development of an application.

Analyst/programmers need to understand how to develop
applications with the tool and whatits capabilities are.
Technical support staff need to have detailed knowledge of
the modern developmenttool, both in terms of howit will be
used for development and for end-user access, and of its
limitations.
End users: Need to understand thefacilities provided for them
by the tool. Users and user managers who will be involved in
the development of applications should have a good
understanding of the capabilities of the modern development
tool and of the development approach within which it will be
used. User managers, especially, need to realise the limitations
of the tool and of the development approach.

Vendors are a good
source of training

There are advantages
to running courses
in-house

Most vendors of modern development tools provide very good
technical training for all levels of development staff and users.
Initially, the membersof the pilot team should be sent on the
vendor's course. If they find it effective, other staff should also
attend. Alternatively, in-house courses should be run. Some
vendors, such as ICL with QuickBuild, will help to set up such
courses. The advantage of in-house coursesis that they can be
designedfor a particular environment, for particular applications,
and for particular standards and procedures. They can also be
tailored to matchthelevel and experience of those attending, and
to utilise the most appropriate training methods and media,
such as tutorials, videos, computer-based training, and so on.

Some of the more established vendors hold forums at which
technical experts can question product managers and swap
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experiences with each other. Information Builders, for example,
has established such a meeting for UK usersofits product, Focus;
this is called the Top Gun event.
According to PEP members, the only area not covered adequately
by vendorsis training traditional third-generation programmers
to think differently when using modern development tools.
Programmersstill tend to use modern developmenttools to write
applications in a third-generation-language style, and thus make

less than effective use of the modern development tool. Many

third-generation-language programmers are not aware of the
facilities provided by the modern development tools at their
disposal. Many of these tools, especially application generators,
for instance, allow the developerto specify the application at a
higher level than was possible with third-generation languages;
many have re-usable application elements and capabilities for
defaults; many facilitate incremental construction and
prototyping, which is checked with the user in stages.
Programmers who are not properly trained can therefore spend
a lot of time doing work that would not be required if the modern
development tool were being properly exploited. Some vendors
are aware of this problem and are introducing training
programmes with a stronger emphasis on how to makethe best
use of the modern developmenttool, rather than on its capabilities
and facilities.

The needfor a changein programming style with modern
developmenttools is not
addressedin training

programmes

REDUCE THE SIZE OF PROJECT TEAMS

Most modern development tools reduce the effort required in the
construction phase of development
that is, coding,
documentation, and testing. Thus, the teams required during the
construction phase can be smaller. Analysis of the PEP database
confirms this trend. During 1987, applications developed with
modern development tools had an average peakstaff level of 7.4.
This is 22 per cent less than the corresponding peak staff level
for applications developed with third-generation tools. During
1988, the average peak staff level fell to 6.9
39 per cent less
than the corresponding peakstaff level for applications developed
with third-generation tools. As a result, there will be fewer
channels of communication, less management effort, and more
productive developments.

With modern development tools,
the construction phase ofa
project requires fewer
development staff

PREPARE FOR HIGHER LEVELS OF USER INVOLVEMENT

With modern development tools, which provide the ability to
prototype applications, it is common for users to be involved at
the design stage of the application. The use of prototyping with
modern development tools is discussed further on page 28.
Analysis carried out in mid-1988 for PEP Paper 6, Managing
Contemporary System Development Methods, showed that user
involvement increased two- to four-fold when modern development tools, rather than traditional tools, were used. In addition,
as there is a greater throughput of applications and as more new
developmentsare possible with the use of modern development
tools, user involvement at the design stage will increasestill
further. All these points are discussed in detail in PEP Paper6.

With modern development tools,
users will be more involved
at the design stage ofan
application

To maximise the benefits of user involvement with applications
development, analyst/programmers will need good business awareness and people-related skills as well as technical knowledge. Their
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ability to communicate well with users is as important as their
ability to use the modern developmenttool. All analyst/programmers dealing directly with users should have their business awareness, communicationsskills, and technical knowledge assessed,
and if necessary, be provided with training to improve them.

Users mustplay an
appropriate role

Some organisations have seen the emergenceofso called power
business people who not only use the modern developusers
ment tools, but push them to their limits, and build all, or
substantial parts, of the applications that they require. The
majority of PEP members, however, still have problems getting
users committed to new developments. On the one hand, user
departments often underrate the importance oftheir involvement
to the success of the development; on the other, developers report
that it is often difficult to gain access to the right users.

Several actions can be taken to ensure that users do play an
appropriate role:
Draw up guidelines defining the roles and responsibilities of
user representatives in a development, stating how their
performance will be evaluated. The evaluation should be
carried out by the project sponsoror the systems department,
not the users line managers.

Persuade the manager sponsoring the development to assign
to the team the staff who will have the greatest contribution
to maketo the project, not those who are perceived as the most
dispensable within the department.

Ensure that the user representatives perceive the work as
critical and as an integral partof their job, not as a task that
they have unfortunately been pickedto do. A positive attitude
from the user representatives is essential.
Ensure that the users other (non-systems) work is done by
someone else, so that they can concentrate on the development

project.

Ensure that when the user representatives finish their
development-project responsibilities, there are non-systems
jobs for them to return to, so that they will be willing to
contribute again, if required.
Reward user representatives who are effective and helpful,
in order to encourage others.

The importanceof such actions with respect to user representatives is not confined to their role in the use of modern developmenttools, but they are especially critical when users are involved
with development projects. Unless user representatives are
controlled and managed correctly when they are involved in
development work, the full benefit of their contribution will not
be realised.
More processing capacity may
be required once a modern

developmenttool a

introduce
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INCREASE THE LEVEL OF HARDWARE SUPPORT

Theinitial trials should makeit clear whether additional hardware
resourceswill be requiredto handlethe processing requirements of

the new modern developmenttool. There will also be a greater

requirementfor terminal access when a moderndevelopmenttool

is adopted, and even moreso if prototypingis adopted. Ideally,
there should be a terminal on each developer s desk.
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Several PEP members found that they needed more processing

capacity once a modern developmenttool had been introduced,

both to run the modern development tool and to run the new

applications being generated byit. If the usage of the system is

regularly monitored and the capacity required for all new
developments is assessed, the need for additional resources can
be anticipated. If this requirement is not anticipated, the resulting
bottlenecks may reduce the productivity of development teams,
and provide poor performance for the users.
Some modern development tools, such as Focus, permit
development work to be offloaded onto microcomputers or
minicomputers, thus reducing the pressure on mainstream
computing resources. Systems integration and testing would
usually still have to be carried out in the operational hardware
environment, however.
INTRODUCE PROTOTYPING

One of the strengths of most, although not all, modern
developmenttools is their ability to build prototypes. This strength
should be utilised wherever possible. Prototyping is particularly
suitable for the development of applications where the useris
willing to help with the definition, where the application is not
very well defined, or where the application is not too complex.
Prototyping can also reduce the amountof effort required to train
users. With certain applications, it may be possible to use one of
the prototypes as a computer-based training aid, thus providing
hands-on experience without incurring the risk of corrupting the
live application.
Two types of prototyping are in common use
prototyping for
iterative development and throwaway prototyping. Prototyping
for iterative development, sometimes known as evolutionary
prototyping, should be considered whenthe application meets the
criteria defined above and when the modern development tool
being used enables the application to be fully developed.
Throwaway prototyping should be used to help with requirements
definition when the application meets the criteria defined above
and when the developmenttool selected for the application does
not permit prototyping.

Theability ofmodern development

tools to build prototypes should
be exploited wherever possible

Twotypes of prototyping

are in common use

A newtype of prototying, known as experimental prototyping,
is the development of small trial systems to assess whether a
particular modern development toolis able to perform as required,
or to try out several alternative designs or new technical features
to determine their flexibility or performance characteristics. It
can save a considerable amount of time and effort, and add to
knowledge of the modern development tool. This type of
experimental prototypingis normally carried out by the technical

expert.

Although prototyping is a very effective technique whenused in
conjunction with a modern development tool, its use must be
carefully controlled. We have seen instances where users have
demanded that the first prototype (which was, in fact, only a
mock-up of the user interface software) be implemented, where
only parts of the application have been fully developed, and
where enormous amounts of time have been spent on throwaway
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prototyping. Care should be taken to prevent suchsituations as
these occurring. One American company, which uses Application
Factory from the Cortex Corporation, uses a development
approach in which the iterative prototyping phase is strictly
limited to no more than 90 working days. This approach has been
so successful that the company guaranteesto build the required
application for a fixed price within a fixed time period. If the
delivered system fails to meet the user s requirements, the user
pays nothing.
REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF DOCUMENTATION

Modern development tools will
reduce the amount of documentation required for
an application

Applications developed with traditional tools usually require
detailed documentation to explain the meaning and the structure
of the code. Some modern developmenttools make this traditional
style of program documentation virtually redundant, by highlighting the program text that will helpto clarify the meaning of
the code, and automatically indenting code to indicate its
structure. The total amount of documentation required for an
application will thusbesignificantly reduced. Once the application
has been developed, listings showing the relationships between
the data fields, programs, and screens can also be generated
automatically. Some modern development tools provide good
documentation facilities for maintenance purposes, such as
automatically generating cross-reference listings and menustructure charts from the code and data structures. Fourth
Dimension from ACI UKis an example of this type of modern
developmenttool. User documentation is not, however, generated
automatically. The proceduresand aids required by the userwill
still have to be produced in the traditional manner.
It should be remembered, however, that a poorly documented
application is difficult to maintain, whatever languageit is written
in. While modern development tools reduce the amount of
documentation required, they do not preclude the need to produce
it in a careful and timely manner.
USE THE TOOLS

The standardfacilities provided
by modern development tools
should be used as a matter
of course

STANDARD FACILITIES AND DEFAULTS

Most modern developmenttools provide manystandardfacilities,
such as default screen formats, report layouts, input patterns, edit
masks, validation modules, and check-digit routines, which
organisations often ignore because they already have their own
standards. Very often, however, the existing standard screens and
layouts were defined to suit the programming language that was
used at that time, and are not best suited for use with modern
development tools. With some modern development tools, the
default options can be modified to match an organisation s current
standards. Otherwise, we recommend that the standard defaults
provided by the modern developmenttool should be used as a
matter of course.
DEFINE AND IMPLEMENT A
TOOL-LIMITATIONSLIST

Cook booksandtool-limitations
lists help developers avoid the
problemsthat commonly arise
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COOK BOOK

AND A

Several PEP members use what they call a cook book to help
resolve problemsthat arise in using a modern developmenttool.
Figure 3.1 is an extract from one PEP member s cook book,
specifying how a screen-based system should be developed with
Focus. Normally, compilation of the cook bookis the responsibility
of the technical expert.
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A cook bookadvises users and developers on the use ofa
modern developmenttool

Specifying a screen-based system
Do:

Keep things simple
Do you needflashy formatting? The morecolours, special formatting,
and highlighting you use, the more complicated the code becomes.

Determine the functions of each screen as you would for a thirdgeneration language
the more thefunctions are broken down, the

Do:

simpler the coding.

Be precise
Documentthevalidation required behind each screen, for eachfield
which requires validation.
Be clear on screen processing
do not be afraid to use program

design languageto define the program flow for the screen sequence

Do:

Do:

Do:

in pseudo-English
this is as importantasit is with third-generationlanguage specifications.

Be careful with PFKEYS
When using PFKEYSto navigate through a system, use the default keys
whenpossible.If other keys are required for special functions, use PF5,
6, 7, 8, 9,-10, 11.

Use painter
Whendesigning the screens, use Focuspainter. This helps you design,
and saves the programmertime. You will know that the screen can
be used in Focus.
Issue your own information messages

Whenthe user presses an invalid PFKEY, or invalid data is entered,

issue meaningful error messages.

Whenan action has been taken (for example, job submitted or record

Consider:

deleted), issue a confirmation message.

Response times
A fourth-generation language may be quickerto code,butwill be slower
than a third-generation language to respond.|s this critical to your
system?

A similar aid is the tool-limitations list . This contains detailed

information on the limitations of the various development tools
currently being used andis particularly helpful when deciding
which development tool to use for a particular application.
(This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.) An example of
part of a tool-limitations list used by a PEP member is shown in
Figure 3.2. Again, responsibility for compiling the tool-limitations
list normally lies with the technical expert.

IMPLEMENTA PILOT APPLICATION

Before a modern development tool is made available for general
use, one or more pilot applications should be developed. The

experience gained will be used to refine the use of the modern
development tool and the development methods. If the selection
procedure has been followed correctly, and if appropriate changes
have been made in the development department to support the
tool, no major problems should arise with the pilot application.
It will simply confirm that the modern development tool can
develop the required applications, and increase the confidence
of the development department in its ability to do so.

A pilot application will indicate

wherethe use of the modern
development tool needs to
be refined

Thepilot application should be carefully selected since it is an
important step in gaining acceptance of the modern development
tool. We recommend that the application is:
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Figure 3.2

Thetool-limitations list specifies the limitations of a particular
modern developmenttool

Limitations of Focus from a PEP member's tool-limitations list.*

Focuscannotupdate anyfile except a Focus or a VSAM file. Thesefiles cannot be
read by any other language except Focusor Cobol programs making use of Focus
Host LanguageInterface. However, Focusfiles can easily be created from QSAM
or VSAM files, or DL/1 databases. Similarly, QSAM files can easily be created from

Focusfiles.

Withoutcentral database control for simultaneous users, only one user can update
a file at a time. Theoretically, a maximum of 128 simultaneous usersis possible, but
Information Buildersindicates that about 20 is a morerealistic limit. The operational
range is between five and 20 users;typically, 15 users are supported.

Focus has nofacility for automatic forward recovery (whichis available in IMS). It
is possible to code your own back-up logging and recovery routines in Focus.

Alternatively, frequent back-up copies offiles can be taken. In the event of an
irretrievable corruption of the database, the back-up copy would be restored and
the user would haveto re-enter his updates from the time the copy wastaken.

Noaudittrail is provided for externalfiles, except for IMS trace (which can be very
large). Limited audit information is available for Focusfile modification.

The non-procedural nature of the Focus language makes complex processingdifficult
to achieve. Cobol subroutines should be used for complex logic and calculations
whenever necessary.
The 3800(laser) printer format charactersets(that is, boxes andlines) are not available
using Focus.

* These arethelimitations of the version of Focus that one PEP member has experienced in
his particular environment. Information Builders informs us that the current version of Focus

overcomes mostof theselimitations.

A real business application
that is, an application required
by users
but not onethatis critical to the success of the
business. It is advisable to become reasonably experienced with
a modern developmenttool before using it to develop critical
business applications.
Typical of the type of application for which the modern
development tool was selected.

Small
that is, an application that can be developedfully in
two to three months. If it takes much longer than this to
produce results, developers will lose sight of the overall
development life cycle and the impact of the modern developmenttool.
Asfar as possible, in the normal development environment.

Extra effort will, of course, be required to monitor the project,
to collect detailed information aboutits progress, and to document
any difficulties that were experienced. This effort should not,
however, be taken into account in measuring the performance
of the modern development tool as it will not be incurred in a
normal project. The vendor should also be involvedin thefirst
pilot application. This may be expensive, but in the majority of
cases, very productive. One PEP member whofailed to do this
had to abandonthefirst project that a modern developmenttool
was used for. At the outset, the development department made
a very inaccurate estimate of the machineresources that would
be required by the modern developmenttool. It lost control of
the application, as users demanded more and more functionality
at the prototyping stage, and it failed to delegate responsibility
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to the user department, where it would have been appropriate

to do so. All these factors contributed to thefailure of the project,
and all could have been avoided.

On completion of the pilot application, the whole project should
be assessed to identify any changes that might enhance the use
of the modern development tool. The information gathered can
also be used to produce guidelines for estimating the cost and

effort likely to be involved in future development projects.
MODIFY THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

The development environment may need to be changed in some
manner to facilitate the introduction of improvementsidentified
as a consequenceof the pilot application. For example, it may be
necessary to modify standards, to reduce the level of
documentation, or to increase the level of processing capacity.
Such changes should be assessed and, if required, implemented.
However, the temptation to make continual changes should be
resisted. We recommend that suggested changes be fully

documented and reviewed at regular intervals

say quarterly

to decide whetherthey are applicable, and to assess the costs
and implications of implementing them.

Suggested changes to the development environment should
be reviewed at regular
intervals

Withall the administrative and organisational changes implemented, the organisation is now in a position to use its set of development tools to best advantage. The only outstanding problem
that it might now face is knowing which of the development tools
available for use is the most appropriate for a particular application. Ensuring that the most appropriate tool is used for a
particular application is a far more complex task than choosing
a third-generation programming language to use on a project. Even
so, many organisations insist on continuing to follow the same
procedure. In Chapter 4, we point out what the pitfalls are, and

offer some advice on how to avoid them.
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Use of the wrong modern development tool is a common
cause of development
failure

We have seen that modern developmenttools can significantly
improve development productivity, but most PEP members were
also able to quote at least one disaster and numerous problems
associated with their use of modern development tools. Two
factors were commonto nearlyall of these developmentfailures
poor management of the use of contemporary systems
development methods, and the inability of the selected modern
development tool to develop the required application fully.

Managingthe use of contemporary systems development methods
is the subject of PEP Paper6. In that paper, we suggested how
the management problemsassociated with such methods might
be overcome. Here, we are concerned with the second problem
commonly faced by systems development managers
selecting
the most appropriate modern development tool to use for a
particular development project.
Members cited many problemsderiving from theinability of the
selected modern development tools to develop the required
applications fully. The most common were:
The developed application could not process the necessary
information within the time required.

The modern developmenttool lacked the functions required
to develop the application.

The developed application could not interface with other
applications and/or databases.

Modern development tools
must be chosen to match
the other elements of
the development
environment

Either the project was completed, but at the expenseof increased
effort and cost, or it was abandoned, an appropriate development
tool was identified, and the project was totally redeveloped.
Either way, it is a costly exercise, and the blameis usually
attributed to the shortcomings of the modern developmenttool.
Thisis usually an incorrect diagnosis. The majority of projects that
fail do so because the wrong tool was chosenfor the application.
A modern developmenttool cannotbe selected in isolation. It must
be considered in the context of the wider development
environmentin whichit will be used. In this chapter, therefore,
we suggest a procedure to use for ensuring that the most
appropriate development environment, including modern
developmenttools, is chosen, and recommendhowthat procedure
should be put into practice for each developmentproject.

DEFINE THE PROCEDURE FOR MATCHING
THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
AND THE APPLICATION

The problem of selecting the right development tool for an
application rarely arose with third-generation languages because
they could be used to develop most of the types of application
\
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required. The traditional procedure forselecting an appropriate
third-generation language is illustrated in the first column of
Figure 4.1. The modern development tools currently available
cannot be used forall types of applications, however, and the
range of applications requiredis increasing.It is therefore essential
to match the development tool with the characteristics of the
application, if the full potential of the tool is to be realised for
a particular development project.
Figure 4.1.

The proceduresfor selecting traditional and modern
developmenttools vary

Third-generation languages

Modern developmenttools

Application

Application
{ne

< Stage 1 >
Development approach

Development approach
< Stage 2 >

Techniques and methods

1
Techniques and methods

=< Stage 3 >
Developmenttools
Stage 1

(ar
Developmenttools

Stage 1

The type of application determines
which developmentapproach should

The type of application determines
which development approach should

supported by various techniques and

supported by various techniques and

be adopted
Stage 2
The development approachis

development methods
Stage 3
The techniques and methods are
supported by various development
tools

be adopted
Stage 2
The development approach is

development methods
Stage 3
The techniques and methods are
supported by various development
tools, whose capabilities match the
characteristics of the application

An analogy can be made here with house building. Using thirdgeneration tools was equivalent to building a houseas a traditional
craftsman would do, designing and building each component from
basic materials. Using modern developmenttools is equivalent to
building a house by using prefabricated components, such as
windows, doors, and wall panels, as the basic elements. As with
modern house-building techniques, modern development tools

certainly enable the final product to be built much more quickly,

but unless the right set of componentsis selected, it will not be
possible to build the application according to the original design.
The problem of selecting appropriate modern developmenttools
arises because, in most organisations, the relationships between the
application, the developmentapproach, the systems development
techniques and methods, and the modern developmenttools, are
not well understood. Most organisations are using the procedure
that was developedfor third-generation languages to choose which
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modern development tools to use for an application. In our
analogy, this is comparable to selecting the prefabricated
components without considering what type of building is to be
a flat, a house, an office block, or a hospital.
constructed

A proper selection procedure should ensure that the modern
development tool not only supports the systems development
techniques and methods, but that it is also able to develop the
required application. It is contrasted with the traditional
procedure in Figure 4.1. We believe that this formal procedure
should be adopted for selecting all developmenttools. If it is
implemented correctly and updated regularly, it will guarantee
the most effective match between the development environment
and the application. Combined with the effective management
of contemporary methods, this should ensure that projects
developed with modern development tools are successfully
completed.

Tesco Stores Ltd is in the process of implementing just such a
Telon,
procedure. Tesco uses three main development tools
ck
McCorma
from
language
neration
fourth-ge
a
SDT,
and
Focus,
and Dodge. The companyhasclear guidelines for deciding which
development tool should beselected for a particular application.
These guidelines, accompanied by detailed instructions, are issued
to developers in a documententitled, The Development Language
Selection Criteria. This document gives the reasonsforselecting
a particular language, and two diagrams, one for new applications
and one for maintenance, indicating which developmenttools will
be appropriate for applications with certain characteristics. An
example of the diagram for new applicationsis given overleaf
in Figure 4.2.

In the rest of this section, we explain the basic elements of the
procedure, and describe how it should be documented so that
modifications can be incorporated for future reference.
DEFINE THE ELEMENTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Elements of the development
environment need to be
defined and documented

Before the procedurefor selecting the application development
environment can be implemented, the elements need to be
defined and the definitions documentedso that everyone involved
in the selection procedure has the samebasic understanding of
the application development environment. This documentis used
whenever a developmentproject, either maintenance or new, is
started. We have grouped the elements that need to be defined
into four categories:

Development approaches.

Systems development techniques and methods.

Development tools.

Application characteristics.

The level of definition and the numberof definitions in each
category will vary from one organisation to another. The
definitions should be reviewed on a regular basis to take into
account the evolutionary changes in the development
environment, and the introduction of new types of applications,
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Figure 4.2

Tesco has a procedurefor selecting appropriate development
tools for each new application

Reports require
or data manipulation

complex calculation ih Telon

oe

reports from

Reports

a
handling

Batch

QSAM, VSAM or

IMSOBor Focus OB

Report in same
logical sequence
as file
handling

Batchfile
handling and
reporting

System runsin conjunction
with or major interface to
another system
Online

Report
in different
sequence
to file handling
cics

financial
system

Part of the

System 8
standalone

Focus

Expectedlife
of system:
<Ayr

Telon

Telon

Split into two

programs:

Telon for extract &
Focus for report

Telon CICS
Telon IMS
SDT
Telon IMS
Telon CICS

(Source: Tesco Stores Lid)

developmentapproaches, and systems developmenttechniq
ues,
methods, or tools. (These terms were defined in Chapter
1.)

Most PEP members probably already have much of
this
information available in some form, and are using it as
the basis
for selecting the approach, techniques, methods, and tools
for the
developmentof each application. It is, however, important
that
the selection procedure be rigorously applied and that
the
procedures be modified as lessons are learnt. Otherwise,
mistakes
will continue to be made. One company weknow of., for exampl
e,
was persuaded by a member of the project team to develo
p a
critical customer-control system with a new fourth-gener
ation
language. This person had experience with this language,
and
believed that it was appropriate for the application in questio
n.
The selection procedures were ignored. The fourth-gener
ation
language could not, in fact, provideall the facilities required
by
the application, and after several months of effort, the project
wasin disarray.

The procedures can be modified
as lessons are learnt

Development approaches
All the major development approaches used within the
organisation should be briefly described, with an explanation of
the objectives and the actions required at each phase. It should
be clear to the reader how the phases flow from one to another.
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Systems development techniques and methods
All the systems development techniques and methodsavailable
within the organisation should be briefly defined, and associated
with the development approaches that they support. Several
development approaches may be supported by single technique
or method, and several techniques and methods may support one
phase of a development approach.

Development tools
All development tools should be identified and described in a
similar manner to the systems development techniques and
methods, and associated with the various methods and techniques
that they support. Again, there may be multiple associations.

Application characteristics
To ensure that the developmenttool that is selected will facilitate
the efficient and successful developmentof the application, the
nature of the applications developed by an organisation needs to
be clearly understood. The natureof an application can be defined
in termsof a set of characteristics. Each new application can be
described in these terms, and hence, be defined in a consistent
manner. Mostapplications can be definedfor this purpose in terms
of between 10 and 20 characteristics, relating primarily to the
development approaches and the developmenttools currently
used by a particular organisation. Examples of the kinds of
characteristics of an application that will determine whether or
not it is a suitable candidate for a particular development
approach are listed in Figure 4.3. Examples of the kinds of
application characteristics that will determine whether a
particular development toolis appropriate forit or not are listed
in Figure 4.4 overleaf. These lists can be amended and supplemented to suit an individual organisation.

Thelist of application characteristics used asthe basis for selecting
a tool is similar to the one used in Chapter 2, and thelist of
characteristics compiled for that purpose can serve as thebasis
for this list. However, where the earlier list was compiled with
Figure 4.3

Every application has characteristics that will determine the
suitability of using particular development approaches

Scope of the impact

Clarity of the definition
of users requirements

Urgency

Numberof locations

Complexity
Security

Audit requirements
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A measureof the impactof the application throughout
the organisation. This could range from company-wide
applications to personal systems.

This could range from well defined and easy to understand, to poorly defined and difficult to understand.

A measureof the urgencyof the development of the
application, and of the deadline forinstallingit.
The numberof geographicallocationsorsites.

A measure of how difficult the application will be to
develop, in view ofits complexity.

Thelevel of security that the application must provide
for access to the application itself and to the data.

Thelevelof auditthat the application mustprovide. This
could range from none, to very high (for financial
systems).
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Every application has characteristics that will determine the
suitability of using particular developmenttools

Application type
Level of integration

Performance

requirements

Type of development
Level of portability

Definitions should reflect the type of application rather
than the business area
for instance, transaction
processing rather than financial systems.

A measureofthe level of integration expected between
this application and other application types, databases,
and machine environments. This could range from
none, to numerous and very complex.

A measureof the required performanceof the application. Some mayrequire instant responsetimes: for
others, responsetimeswill be lesscritical.
Anindication of whether the application is a modification,
an addition, or an enhancement.

A measure of the portability of the developed application. This could be across different machine con-

figurations,

Likelihood of
enhancements

Volume of data

Security

Complexity
Size

Expectedlife

or across the machines

manufacturers.

of different

The expected timefromfirst installation to thefirst major
enhancement.

An estimate of the total volume of data.

Thelevelof security that the application must provide
for accessto the applicationitself and to the data.

A measure of how difficult the application will be to

develop, in view ofits complexity.

An estimate of the total size of the application.

Anestimate of thelife of the application.

Interface with end user]

The degree offamiliarity that the users will have with

Flexibility

A measureofthelikely extent and frequencyof change.

the system.

a view to selecting a modern development tool to add to an
organisation s existing set of developmenttools, this list will serve
as the basis for selecting-a particular development tool for a
specific application
in other words, it will contain certain
application characteristics for which a third-generation language
may be more appropriate than a modern developmenttool. For
example, a requirementfor a high levelof portability is more likely
to be met by a third-generation language than by a modern
development tool.

The characteristics must be clearly defined so that they will be
consistently interpreted by different readers. They should not be
too detailed or too technical, because they need to be kept toa
manageable number. The lists should be amended as the
development environmentevolves. They providethebasis for the
preparationof the selection tables described in the next section.
PREPARE THE SELECTION TABLES

Twotables need to be preparedto serve as the basis for matching
the development approach and the developmenttools with the
application. Their structure and the kinds of information they
should contain are described in this section. Once prepared, the
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The selection tables are prepared
only once, and are used for
all development projects

tables can be used for any development project. They are based
on thelists of characteristics described above, with input from
experts in the areas of development concerned. They will, of
course, need to be updated periodically to reflect changes in the
development environment.

Both tables are organised in a grid format and usedin similar
manner. Thefirst is used to select the development approach for
a specific application. The second is used to ensure that the
development tools selected will enable the required application
to be developed.

An example of part of the table for selecting developmenttools
is shownin Figure 4.5. The application characteristics are listed
on the left-handside of the table; the types of developmenttools
are listed across the top. The application characteristics should
be listed, as far as possible, in order of importance. A maximum
score should be assignedto eachof the application characteristics
to indicate their relative importance
say, 20 for the most
important characteristic, and five for the least important. Each
application characteristic is broken downinto a range ofoptions,
each of which receives a score. In Figure 4.5, for example, the
expected life of the application is considered one of the most
significant characteristics and is given a maximum score of 20.
less than one year ,
This is broken downinto three options
between one and three years , and over three years .
Figure 4.5

Use of the development-tool selection table ensures that

appropriate developmenttools are used for each application

Application characteristics
Expectedlife (20)

Less than one year
Between one and three years

Overthree years

Performance requirements (20)
Very high (interactive)
High (time-critical)
Medium
Low (not time-critical)
Volume of data (15)
Less than 5 megabytes
More than 5 megabytes

Development tools available

Cobol

Focus

Telon

10
7

15
10

20
20

20
15
10
10

15:
15
20
20

15
15
20
20

10
12

15
5

1S)
13

5

15

20

The numeric value entered onto the grid is an indication of the
ability of the tool to develop an application that supports that
option. If a particular development tool can fully support that
option, it receives the maximum score for that characteristic. If
it provides adequate support, it receives a lowerscore. If it
provides no support, it scores zero. If, for example, the expected
life of the application being considered is over three years, the
application needsto be developed bearing in mind the continuing
support that the tool will be able to provide, and the ease of
maintenance of the application over the longer term. The
capability of each tool to develop such a system is considered in
turn. Cobolscores five as it is not the strategic developmenttool
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for this organisation, and it produces applications that are not the
easiest to maintain. Focus scores 15; although it is not the strategic
developmenttooleither, it does produce applications that are easy
to maintain. Telonis the strategic developmenttool and produces
applications that are easy to maintain; it scores the maximum

of 20.

The procedure for compiling the selection tables is summarised
on the left-handside of Figure 4.6. This part of the procedureis
carried out only once, before the processis initiated. Once the
selection tables have been finalised, they should be tried out on
several recently completed developments. This should reveal any
errorsin the selection tables, and also demonstrate how well the
developments were supported by the development approach,
systems development techniques, methods, and tools chosen.
Modificationsto the selection tables should be made as and when
appropriate.
PREPARE DOCUMENTATION

We recommend that these elements of the selection procedure
be fully documented, and regularly updated. The documentation
should consist of:

The definitions of, and relationships between, the various
development approaches, systems development techniques,
methods, andtools.

The definitions and the selection
tables should befully
documented

The approach and development-tool selection tables and the
instructions for their use.

All the comments and decisions made during the process should
also be documented. If a development should subsequentlyfail,
the appropriate part of the definitions or selection tables can be
amendedbyreferring to the documentation. In this way, mistakes
will not be repeated.

ENSURE THAT THE PROCEDUREIS USED
FOR EVERY APPLICATION

Therest of the selection procedure, illustrated on the right-hand
side of Figure 4.6, should becarried out at the beginning of each
developmentproject andis best done at a meeting attended by
one or two users, the internal technical experts, and several of
the systems development department s project managers, all of
whom will contribute from their experience, and one of whom
will manage the development. Everyone present should be
acquainted with the definitions and the selection tables. This part
of the procedure is described below:

The second partof the procedure
is applied for each new project

For each application characteristic listed on the approach
selection table, identify the option that best relates to the
application under consideration for development. For each
approach, circle the score that that option has been awarded.
Add upthecircled numbersto obtain a total score for each
approach. Any column that contains a circled zero will score
a total of zero
in other words, that approach should not be
consideredfor this particular application becauseit is incapable
of meeting the requirements of one of the application
characteristics.
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Elements of the development environment should be selected according to a formal procedure
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The development approach with the highestscoreis the one that
will enable the application to be developed mosteffectively,
providing that the developmenttools available also support the
application. If all the development approachesscore zero, the
application should not be developed, as it isnot supported by any
of the existing development environments. In this case, either
the requirementsof the application should be reviewed, ora new
development approach should be adopted that will enable the
application to be developed.

Identify the systems development techniques and methodsthat
support the chosen approach, drawing on the documentation
that defines the relationships between the development
approach, the systems development techniques, and the
methods.

Identify the developmenttools that support the various systems
development techniques and methods, drawing on the same
documentation.

For each of the application characteristics listed on the
development-toolselection table, identify the option that best
relates to the application under consideration. For each
developmenttoolidentified in the previousstep, circle the score
that that option has been awarded.

Add upthecircled numbers to obtain a total score for each
developmenttool. Any columnthat contains a circled zero will
score a total of zero
in other words, that development tool
should notbe considered forthis particular application, because
it is incapable of meeting the requirements of one of the
application characteristics.
If several development tools support the same technique or
method, select the development tool with the highestscore. If
all the developmenttools supporting a technique or method
score zero, none of the developmenttools is applicable. Either
anew developmenttool is required, or a different development
approach should be adopted, with different systems development techniques, methods, andtools.

Review the selected development environment as a whole,
checking that the various development tools that need to
interface with each other are compatible.

Insummary, modern developmenttools can provide great benefits.
If their potential is to be fully realised, however, they need to be
chosenand integratedinto the development environment with due
regardto the relationships betweenthe application in question, the
developmentapproachesavailable, and the systems development
techniques and methodsthat can be used. Failure to observe the
critical nature of these relationships will produce a less-thanadequate application andresultin loss of confidence in the modern
development tool.

Theguidelinesset out in this report for selecting, integrating, and

managing modern developmenttools provide organisations with a
systematic procedurefor ensuring that an appropriate set of developmenttools is available to their development departments, that the
departmentis well organised to support and exploit those developmenttools, and that the best development tool is used for each
individual application. We believe that the procedureset outin this
report should be rigorously followedby any organisation seeking to
use modern developmenttools in its development environment.
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A wide variety of developmenttools and methodsis now available
to help automate the process of developing applications software,
and new tools, with higher and higher levels of automation, are
continually appearing on the market. Predicting the likely
developments in the market for modern development tools is
fraught with difficulty, but ignoring the advances is not an
acceptable response for any systems development department.

Systems development managers therefore need to be awareof,
and to assess the likely impact of, the various forces and
technologies shaping the market for modern developmenttools.
They can then plan to introduce new tools or upgrade existing
ones at the most appropriate time. This will ensure that the
benefits to be derived from developing applications with modern
development tools are fully exploited today, but with an
awarenessof the impact that new development technologies will
have. The market for modern developmenttools will be shaped
by developmentsin other types of application developmenttools,
by new technologies, and by the developmentof other concepts,
the majority of which have not, to date, played a very significant
role in the advance of modern development tools.

OTHER TYPES OF TOOLS WILL HAVE AN IMPACT
ON MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

The development of computer-aided software engineering (CASE)
tools, development workbenches, and object-oriented programming systems will all have an impact on advances in modern
development tools.
CASE TOOLS

CASE tools have developed, and will continue to develop, in
stages. To date, most CASE tools have covered only the front and
back ends of the development life cycle, and have provided
limited integration between the various life-cycle stages.
However, more and more CASEtools are now providing extended
coverage of the life cycle and greater levels of integration.

When fully mature, CASE will embrace the whole of the
developmentlife cycle, with a set of integrated tools. Currently,
there is no integrated-CASE(I-CASE)tool set that covers the entire
life cycle, managesall information (data models, data dictionary,
databases, and so on) with an integrated database management
system and data dictionary, and provides project-management
facilities. The concept of L-CASEis also sometimes described as the
fourth-generation environment.

Several vendors of modern developmenttools are working with
CASE vendors to provide better coverage of the life cycle and
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better integration. An example ofthis is the recent announcement
by Pansophic and Cadre Technologiesof their intention to produce
a CASE system, Teamwork/Telon. (Telon is an application
generator supplied by Pansophic.)
DEVELOPMENT WORKBENCHES

Development workbenchessupport and help to integrate various
developmenttools and provide a development environmentthat
enables applications to be designed, compiled, linked, andtested.
Otherfacilities provided by workbenchesinclude word processing,
online documentation, and program-testing facilities. Some
examples of development workbenchesare Maestro from Philips,
ISPF from Mackinney Systems, and TSO from Morino Associates.

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS

Object-oriented programming systems (OOPSs) encourage the
developer to reuse design and code rather than re-invent it for
every application. They also provide a meansof producing systems
that can be readily comprehended by someone with business
knowledge ofthe application. Object-oriented applications differ
from traditional applications in that they directly model the
application, as opposed to the data flow. The developed
application can thus mirror the real requirement, not only in its
operation butalso in its design and construction.

In well chosen areas, OOPSsfacilitate faster development than
conventional systems. They also provide for the developmentof
much more complex applications
including systemsthat support
image, graphics, voice, and video
than conventional
programming environments. OOPSs are, however, at an early
stage of development, and current systems have numerous
disadvantages. For example, developers are not familiar with the
basic concepts, they have difficulty cataloguing and retrieving
required objects (of which major systems contain hundreds of
thousands), and OOPSs require considerable hardware resources.
Examples of OOPSs are C+ + from AT&T Bell Laboratories, and
Smalltalk-80 from Xerox s Palo Alto Research Center.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES WILL INCREASE
THE CAPABILITIES OF MODERN
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Amongst the new technologies, expert systems, data dictionaries,
and intelligent workstations will have a particular impact on
modern developmenttools as their capabilities are combined to
create even more powerfultools.

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Expert systems are computer systems containing organised
knowledge, both factual and heuristic, that concerns some specific
area of expertise, and are able to produce inferences for the user.
Several suppliers of modern development tools are currently
incorporating expert systems with their tools. Information
Builders are integrating Focus, a fourth-generation language, with
Level 5, an expert-system tool. This will provide an integrated
data and knowledge-base system. The advantage of using expert
systems with modern developmenttools is that the expert system
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can be usedto establish rules and carry out reasoning where the
modern development tool lacks this ability.

If properly exploited, expert systems can provide many benefits
in the area of systems development. For instance, rules could be
established to help in the maintenance task by defining the scope
of the impact of an enhancement or a change to an existing
application. Expert systemsalso have great potentialin the area
helping with the structured and
of requirements definition
logical questioning of users. Expert systems could also provide
providingtest information and
valuableaidsin the testing area
improving confidence in the various tests performed.
DATA DICTIONARIES

The central role of the data dictionary in applications development
is becoming widely recognised. Data dictionaries provide a means
of storing and retrieving information on thedata, design, andtools
associated with the particular applications under development.
Various development tools can exchange and consolidate
application design informationvia the data dictionary, which acts
as the complete design database.

Currently, IBM is developinga dictionary product, and international
standardsfor dictionaries are being agreed. Twodata dictionary
products that are currently available and well integrated with
application development tools are the Data Dictionary System from
ICL, and SQL«Design Dictionary from Oracle.

More and moredictionary products are moving towards becoming
information repositories. These hold not only design information,
but also information needed for implementation, and information
onthe network configuration. The information repository is a very
powerful tool; when combined with expert systems, it can help to
optimise the design process and the actual performance of the
application. When the information repository is used ina distributed
or cooperative manner, care must be taken to ensure that gaining
access to the dictionary does not become a bottleneck, with one
designer locked out while anotheris working. Careful control of the
data dictionary is also essential, if various parts of the development
are carried out on independent machines, to ensure that the data
and the design maintain their integrity across the various machines.
INTELLIGENT WORKSTATIONS

More and more modern developmenttools can be used onthe full
range of hardware (PC to mainframe) available from a particular
manufacturer. This means that more and more applications
development work can be doneon hardwarethatis independentof
the main developmentor production mainframe. As the capabilities
of intelligent workstations increase thatis, as they acquire more
powerful processors, greater memory, and better screen resolution
and as their costs continueto fall, the scope for using them to
develop applications becomesgreater and greater.

NEW CONCEPTS WILL INFLUENCE THE USE
OF MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Reverse engineering and reusable code and designs will both play
arole in extending the use of modern developmenttools.
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REVERSE ENGINEERING

Reverse engineering will enable existing applications to be
redeveloped with the latest development tools. The amountof
automation provided by the reverse-engineering tools available
today varies greatly. Some of the tools simply extract design
information from the existing application, and the extracted
design is then used to develop the new application. Re-engineering
tools, however, also automatically construct the new application.
Both reverse engineering and re-engineering are discussed in
detail, with case histories of their use, in PEP Paper 8, Managing
Software Maintenance.

There are several reverse-engineering tools available for analysing
existing programs written in Cobol, to extract design information.
The design information may need to be supplemented before the
application can be rewritten with the latest modern development
tool. Examples of this type of tool are Via/Insight from Viasoft
and Recoder from Language Technology.

Re-engineering tools enable existing applications to be
redeveloped with the latest developmenttools automatically, with
minimal effort. The re-engineering tool analyses the existing
application and derives design information from the existing code.
This design information can then be used with the modern
developmenttool to reconstruct the application. There are fewer
re-engineering tools available today than reverse-engineering
tools, and their abilities vary widely. Two examples are Bachman
from Bachman Associates, and PSL/PSA from Meta Systems. The
Bachman re-engineering tool currently providesfacilities:
To design databases using an expert-system-style dialogue with
the database administrator.
To optimise an existing database design by the above method,
along with knowledge of the existing design.

To convert from one database management system to another.

In the last two cases, Bachmanis as yet unable to modify program
code to take advantage of the new design.
REUSABLE CODE AND DESIGNS

Reusable code is not a new concept; it has been used very
successfully for application development in the scientific and
military fields. As the majority of applications developed contain
very similar if not identical chunks of code, the concept of
reusable codeis to use existing common modulesinstead of writing
the identical code for each application.
Whenthe application is being designed, the common modules are
identified. During development, the developer can then reference
the library of common modules, extract the required module, and
include it in the application.

The natural progression from reusable codeis to reusable design.
One company that supplies a tool to aid in reusable design is
Oracle, whose SDW tool provides the developer with the ability

to build conceptual models of the required application. Oracle also

supplies various SDW dictionaries, which contain the basic designs
for various types of application, such as asset management,
purchaseledger, personnel management, and so on. The developer
can modify the basic design in the dictionary and use it to develop
the required design.
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Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent international consulting group specialising in the application of
information technology within commerce, industry and government.

The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:

Consulting for Users
Guiding and giving practical support to organisations trying to exploit technology effectively and
sensibly.

Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.

The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of developments and their implications.

Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and potential development.

Public Reports
Analysing trends and experiencein specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP

The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Programme(PEP)is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application systems
development.

It provides practical help to systems development
managers and identifies the specific problems that
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the programme keeps these managers abreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitioners in the field.

The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
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assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings common to all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a confidential managementassessmentof its systems development productivity. The assessment is based on a
comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large comprehensive database. It is presented in a detailed
report and subscribers are briefed at a meeting
with Butler Cox specialists.
Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the
issues highlighted in the previous PEP Paper. The
meetings give participants the opportunity to
discuss the topic in detail and to exchange views
with managers from other memberorganisations.
PEP Papers
Four PEP Papers are produced each year. They
concentrate on specific aspects of system development productivity and offer practical advice based
on recent research and experience. The topics are
selected to reflect the concerns of the members
while maintaining a balance between management
and technical issues.
Previous PEP Papers
1 Managing User Involvement in Systems
Development
2 Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
3 Planning and Managing Systems Development
4 Requirements Definition: The Key to System
Development Productivity
5 Managing Productivity in Systems Develop6
7
8
9

ment

Managing Contemporary System Development
Methods
Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality
and Team Working
Managing Software Maintenance
Quality Assurance in Systems Development

Forthcoming PEP Papers
Staffing the Systems Development Function
Trends in Systems Development among PEP
Members
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